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founded in love
Diana Van Winkle is the founder of Seeding 

Hearts, a company that provides materials 

for starting a girls Bible study.

Looking for a way to connect during the 

week with her small group, Diana searched 

for a student Bible study with fun activities 

and relatable content. She discovered it was 

difficult to find the kind of lesson materials 

she needed for her girls. At the time, Diana 

worked in Training and Development for a 

national retail company. Recognizing that 

God had equipped her with years of 

experience facilitating and writing seminar 

leader guides, she asked for His help to 

begin writing activity-based lessons for her 

junior high students.



As students got older, Diana began writing lessons geared 

towards high school topics while continuing to write for a 

new group of junior high girls. With God's guidance, she 

started training high school students on how to lead and 

teach junior high girls. Because of this, Diana began tailoring 

the lesson guides towards student leadership.

Repeatedly encouraged to publish the materials by her 

students, their parents and other leaders who used them, 

Diana began talking to God about it. With God's direction, 

she started Seeding Hearts in 2017 and began publishing 

materials in 2018.

Diana has a heart for the Lord. Her desire is for girls to come 

to know Him and grow their relationship with Him. With Him, 

she has created a vast array of tools to help those looking to 

connect with students and share Jesus.



our purpose
to share Jesus

serve as a tool for 
God to provide user-
friendly materials with 
relatable content that 

is biblically based 

our pathway



in awe of Him
servant-hearted

effervescent
cleverly funny

genuine

our personality



our priorities
Pray without ceasing
Use our gifts to serve others
Do everything in the name of Jesus
Stand firm in our faith & be courageous
Give all glory to God



audience

female
volunteers

who want
to do more with 
their small group

youth pastors

who want
small group 

leader content

moms with 
daughters 12-18

who want
to shepherd 

daughter & friends

girls
ages 12 & up

who want
to grow

and/or lead
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our logo
The word “SEEDiNG” is capitalized and nestled 
deep within the lowercase word “hearts”. It 
represents God’s word being planted into the 
hearts of man. The “I” is lowercase as a reminder 
that we are just a small part of what HE is doing. It is 
topped off with a seed to resemble the Light in us.
The heart shape is a visual representation of the 
seed planted deep within it. The ”seed” shape used 
in both the heart and the word “SEEDiNG” is 
actually a drop of water representing the living 
water that flows within those who believe in Him.



PRIMARY

SECONDARY



clear space
Minimum space should be kept clear and free of words, break in color 
or other design elements.

For full logo with words:
Use the “a” from the logo to measure a safe distance around the logo. 
The top space should begin at the top of the seed above the letter “I”.

For heart logo stand alone image:
Measure ¼ the size of the width of the heart measured at it’s widest 
point. That size should be used for the sides and bottom clear space. 
Due to the shape nature of the heart, add an additional half of that 
measurement to the top side.

size
Logo height should not be sized any 

smaller than 7mm. A larger size should 

be used whenever possible.
If limited spacing available, please use 

heart logo stand alone image.
7mm.
minimum 



logo mistakes



logo mistakes



a change of heart
There are certain special instances where the heart logo may be tilted 
at an angle. The angle rotation should be exactly 13º in either 

direction. Prior approval must be received in order to use the heart in 
this manner.



The primary solid white logo may be placed on a variety 

of colors. The darkest gray is preferred for consistency 

and branding recognition, however, when appropriate, 

the 7 bold colors on this page and the 7 bright colors 

on the next page can be used.

db o l
Seeding 

Hearts Gray

color



rb i g h t

The reversed gray secondary logo should only appear on 
white and should never be placed on a colored 

background.

color continued



our typography
Our font style is clean and contemporary. For print materials, social media and all marketing instances 
except web design, only the fonts below should be used to maintain a consistent brand appearance.



our photography
Crisp, clear, bright imagery that includes a nature feel. 
“Beautiful moments” that convey hope, joy, peace or love.



what we share
how to videos, blogs, Instagram pics & promotions

why they follow us
great resource for activities, inspiration & product

what we share
activity instructions, scripture images & leadership tips

why they follow us
great resource for activities, shareable content & tools

what we share
Eye-catching pics, scripture, encouragement & promotions 

why they follow us
beautiful feed, inspiration, shareable content & product

what we share
fun puns, scripture, encouragement & promotions

why they follow us
laughter, inspiration & product

our social voice
With a mindset to share Jesus, our voice should sound like love.
Specific words we want others to use to describe our voice are:

CHEERFUL    GENUINE   ENCOURAGING   FUNNY   KNOWLEDGEABLE   FAITHFUL   COMPASSIONATE


